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Trading Agents in Auction-based Tournaments

 

Ulises Cortés, Juan Aantonio Rodríguez-Aguilar

 

We present a framework for defining trading scenarios based on fish market auctions: Trading (buyer and
seller) heterogeneous (human and software) agents of arbitrary complexity participate in auctions under a
collection of standardized market conditions and are evaluated against their actual market performance. We
argue that such competitive situations constitute convenient problem domains in which to study issues
related with agent architectures in general and agent-based trading strategies in particular. The proposed
framework, conceived and implemented as an extension of FM96.5 (a Java-based version of the 

 

Fishmarket

 

auction house), constitutes a testbed for trading agents in auction tournament environments. We illustrate
how to generate tournaments with the aid of our testbed by defining and running a very simple tournament
involving a set of buyer agents developed by undergraduate students from Ecole Polythechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne (EPFL).

 

Introduction

 

Auctions are an attractive domain of interest for AI re-
searchers in at least two areas of activity. On the one hand, we
observe that the proliferation of on-line auctions in the Internet
– such as Auctionline

 

1

 

, Onsale

 

2

 

, InterAUCTION

 

3

 

, eBay

 

4

 

 and
many others – has established auctioning as a main-stream
form of electronic commerce. Thus, agent-mediated auctions
appear as a convenient mechanism for automated trading, due
mainly to the simplicity of their conventions for interaction
when multi-party negotiations are involved, but also to the fact
that on-line auctions may successfully reduce storage, delivery
or clearing house costs in many markets. This popularity has
spawned AI research and development in auction servers [Wur-
man et al. 98], [Rodríguez-Aguilar et al. 97] as well as in trad-
ing agents and heuristics [Garcia et al. 98], [Matos et al. 98].
On the other hand, auctions are not only employed in web-
based trading, but also as one of the most prevalent coordina-
tion mechanisms for agent-mediated resource allocation
problems (e.g., energy management [Ygge/Akkermans 97],
[Ygge/Akkermans 96], climate control [Huberman/Clearwater
95], ow problems [Wellman 93]). In this paper we present ideas
and tools that are relevant, mainly to the first type of AI activity.
We discuss how an agent-mediated electronic auction house
can be turned into a test-bed for trading agents.

From the point of view of multi-agent interactions, auction-
based trading is deceivingly simple. Trading within an auction
house demands from buyers merely to decide on an appropriate
price on which to bid, and from sellers, essentially only to
choose a moment when to submit their goods. But those deci-
sions – if rational – should profit from whatever information

may be available in the market: participating traders, available
goods and their expected re-sale value, historical experience on
prices and participants’ behaviour, etc. However, richness of
information is not the only source of complexity in this domain.
The actual conditions for deliberation are not only constantly
changing and highly uncertain – new goods become available,
buyers come and leave, prices keep on changing; no one really
knows for sure what utility functions other agents have, nor
what profits might be accrued – but on top of all that, delibera-
tions are significantly time-bounded. Bidding times are con-
strained by the bidding protocol which in the case of DBP
(

 

downward bidding protocol

 

) auctions – like the traditional fish
market – proceeds at frenetic speeds. 

We will use the expression 

 

fish market

 

 to refer to the actual,
real-world, human-based trading institution, and 

 

Fishmarket

 

 to
denote the artificial, formal, multi-agent counterpart. Hence,
FM96.5 refers to a particular implementation of the Fishmarket
model of the fish market. Notice that we use the term institution
in the sense proposed by North [North 90] as a “

 

… set of artifi-
cial constraints that articulate agent interactions

 

”.

 

1. http://www.auctionline.com/
2. http://www.onsale.com/
3. http://www.interauction.com/
4. http: //www.eBay.com/
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Consequently, if a trading agent intends to behave aptly in
this context, the agent’s decision-making process may be quite
elaborate. It could involve procedural information – when to
bid, how to withdraw –, reasoning about individual needs and
goals, information and reasoning about supply and demand
factors – which may involve other agent’s needs and goals –
and assessment of its own and rivals’ performance expectations
– which in turn may require knowledge or reasoning about the
external conditions that might affect the auction.

Evidently, many approaches can be taken to deal with this
decision-making process. From highly analytical Game-Theo-
retic ones, to mostly heuristic ones. From very simple reactive
traders, to deliberative agents of great plasticity. Moreover, it
should be noted that the type of decision-making process in-
volved in auctions is inherent in other common forms of trading
and negotiation, and specifically in those that are being identi-
fied as likely applications of multi-agent systems [Giménez et
al. 98], [Ygge/Akkermans 97], [Ygge/Akkermans 96], [Huber-
man/Clearwater 95], [Wellman 93]. However, it is not really
obvious which of the many possible approaches for automatic
trading strategies’ modelling are better, or under what condi-
tions. We do not intend to present any such evidence in this
paper, but instead to sketch a blueprint for the production,
assessment and perhaps communication of such evidence.
Actually, this paper will focus on the description of a testbed –
which permits the definition, activation and evaluation of
experimental trading scenarios that we shall refer to as 

 

tourna-
ments 

 

– and will illustrate how it can be used.
As the starting platform for that testbed, we use a Java-based

electronic auction house inspired by the traditional fish market,
FM96.5 [Rodríguez-Aguilar et al. 97]. This provides the frame-
work wherein agent designers can perform 

 

controlled experi-
mentation

 

 in such a way that a multitude of experimental mar-
ket scenarios of varying degrees of realism and complexity can

be specified, activated, and recorded;
and trading agents compared, tuned
and evaluated.

This exercise will ideally serve to
show how one can conveniently devise
experimental conditions to test specif-
ic features in agent architectures. How,
for example, any-time strategies and
off-line deliberation may be put to
work coherently in a practical way. Or
how and when reasoning about other
agent’s intentions and goals may be
profitably turned into a trading advan-
tage. Or how to couple a learning de-
vice with a human trader to discover
market-dependent heuristics or with a
trading agent so as to 

 

watch 

 

it perform
the task. Or how to apply data mining
techniques to discover patterns of be-
haviour of rival agents.

We trust this proposal may motivate
AI theorists and developers to look
into auctions as a challenging problem

domain where they can investigate and put their creations
through a strenuous test, but we realize that our proposed
framework can serve other purposes as well. For instance, these
tools may also interest economists who would like to examine
issues of 

 

Mechanism Design

 

 under flexible theoretical and ex-
perimental conditions [Varian 95], since our trading scenarios
may be seen as pseudo-markets with different degrees of inde-
termination. Moreover, financial regulatory bodies, and market
developers may take advantage of this kind of framework for
the design and experimentation with electronic market places,
both in terms of those characteristics that new Internet-based
trading institutions should have, but also in terms of features
and components new market practices may be requiring to fa-
cilitate agent-based trading that is practical, reliable and safe.

 

1.1 Plan of this paper

 

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline
the essential notions of how an auction house works, how the

 

Fishmarket

 

 model was implemented to model auctions and
how it has been adapted to deal with tournament scenarios. It
provides an overview of the 

 

Fishmarket

 

 infrastructure by
explaining its basic characteristics.

In Section 3 we introduce the concept of tournament descrip-
tor, making a special emphasis on the notation and vocabulary,
and in Section 4 we illustrate how to instantiate such tourna-
ment descriptor in order to characterize particular tournament
scenarios. We give the actual definition of the Lausanne Tour-
nament and this section illustrates the valuable use of intera-
gents (see 3.3) in the development of buyer agents for the tour-
nament scenario of the FM, an actual agent-based system.
Finally, Section 5 we conclude the work by examining the
results of the competition and discussing the students’ projects,
the pedagogical virtues of this exercise and the scope of future
tournaments.

Fig. 1: FM Tournament Definition Panel
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An Auction Tournament Environment

 

Following [Noriega 97], the fish market can be described
as a place where several scenes take place simultaneously, at
different locations, but with some causal continuity. The prin-
cipal scene is the auction itself, in which buyers bid for boxes
of fish that are presented by an auctioneer who calls prices in
descending order, the 

 

downward bidding protocol

 

. However,
before those boxes of fish may be sold, fishermen have to
deliver the fish to the fish market, at the 

 

sellers’ admission
scene

 

, and buyers need to register for the market, at the 

 

buyers’
admission scene

 

. Likewise, once a box of fish is sold, the buyer
should take it away by passing through a 

 

buyers’ settlements
scene

 

, while sellers may collect their payments at the 

 

sellers’
settlements scene

 

 once their lot has been sold.
In [Rodríguez-Aguilar et al. 97], [Noriega 97] we present

FM96.5, an electronic auction house based on the traditional
fish market metaphor. In a highly mimetic way, the workings of
FM96.5 also involve the concurrency of several scenes gov-
erned by the market intermediaries identified in the 

 

Fishmar-
ket

 

. Therefore, seller agents register their goods with a seller
admitter agent, and can get their earnings (from a seller manag-
er) once the auctioneer has sold these goods in the auction
room. Buyers, on the other hand, register with a buyer admitter,

and bid for goods which they pay through
a credit line that is set up and updated with
a seller manager. Buyer and seller agents
can trade goods as long as they comply
with the 

 

Fishmarket institutional

 

 conven-
tions.

FM96.5 as an electronic institution
since it is the computational realization of
the actual fish market. In it, all those con-
ventions that affect buyers and sellers
have been coded into what we call an 

 

in-
stitutor

 

 which constitutes the sole and ex-
clusive means through which a trader
agent – be it a software agent or a human
trader – interacts with the market institu-
tion. An institutor gives a permanent iden-
tity to the trader and enforces an 

 

interac-
tion protocol

 

 that establishes what
illocutions can be uttered by whom and
when – and consequently what their lan-
guage and content, sequencing and effects
may be

 

5

 

. In FM96.5 we decided to imple-
ment institutors as a particular instantia-
tion of the so-called market interagents in-
troduced by Martin et al. in [Martín et al.
98].

In order to obtain an auction tourna-
ment environment, more functionality has
been added to FM96.5 to turn it into a test-
bed, FM. This must be regarded as a 

 

do-
main-specific

 

 environment that models
and simulates an electronic auction house.
Nonetheless, notice that the resulting
multi-agent testbed is 

 

realistic

 

 since it has
been grown out of a complex real-world application, FM96.5.

Being an extension of FM96.5, FM inherits the mechanism
of interaction between buyer agents and the market. This en-
sures that our testbed shows a crisp distinction between agents
and the simulated world. Furthermore, the use of institutors or
market interagents permits to consider FM as an 

 

architecturally
neutral

 

 environment since no particular agent architecture (or
language) is assumed or provided. Similarly, other test-beds
such as Tile-world [Pollack/Ringuette 90], Tæms [O’Hare/Jen-
nings 96], and Mice [Montgomery et al. 92] have also opted for
remaining architecturally neutral, whereas test-beds like Mace
[O’Hare/Jennings 96], Phoenix [Cohen et al. 89], DVMT
[O’Hare/Jennings 96], Archon [O’Hare/ Jennings 96], or Co-
operA [O’Hare/Jennings 96] provide a suite of development fa-
cilities for building agents.

As to the systematization of our experiments, the complete
parametrizability of FM allows for the generation of different
market scenarios. This capability of 

 

scenario generation

 

appears as a fundamental feature of any multi-agent testbed if

2

 

5. In [Rodríguez-Aguilar et al. 97] we used the term 

 

nomadic agent
interface

 

; in [Noriega 97], chapter 10, the notion of 

 

institutor

 

 is
defined and discussed.

Fig. 2: FM Trace Tool
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it intends to guarantee the 

 

repeatability

 

 of the experiments to be
conducted. Concretely, the customizability of FM allows for
the specification, and subsequent activation, of a large variety
of market scenarios: from simple toy scenarios to complex real-
world scenarios, from carefully constructed scenarios that
highlight certain problems to randomly generated scenarios
useful for testing buyer agents’ average performance

 

6

 

. Fig. 1
displays a snapshot of FM Tournament Definition Panel, the
tool utilised by tournament designers to construct tournament
scenarios. Observe that most DAI

 

7

 

 test-beds (f.i. Tileworld,
Phoenix, DVMT, TÆMS) also support repeatability.

Finally, there is the matter of evaluating a buyer agent’s per-
formance. FM keeps track of all illocutions taking place during
an auction, so that a whole auction can be audited step-by-step,
and the evolving performance of all the agents involved in a
tournament can be traced, calculated, and analyzed. Fig. 2 dis-
plays a snapshot of FM Trace Tool, the component of the test-
bed which allows to trace the behaviour of all agents within the
market, and follow the progress of the participants in tourna-
ments.

Summarizing, the resulting environment, FM, thus consti-
tutes a multiagent testbed where a very rich variety of experi-
mental conditions can be explored systematically and repeated-
ly, and analyzed and reported with lucid detail if needed.

 

Defining Standard Market Conditions

 

A trading scenario will involve a collection of explicit
conventions that characterize an artificial market. Such conven-
tions define the bidding conditions (timing restrictions, incre-
ment/decrement steps, available information, etc.), the way
goods are identified and brought into the market, the resources
buyers may have available, and the conventions under which
buyers and sellers are going to be evaluated. This proposal
combines the ideas presented in [Rodríguez-Aguilar et al. 98]
and [Noriega 97] and shares some commonalities with [Mul-
len/Wellman 96], [Wurman et al. 98] in the identification of
auction parameters. In this section we discuss these underlying
ideas from a formal point of view and introduce some of the
elements needed to make a precise instantiation of actual tour-
nament scenarios in section 4.

We shall start by studying the dynamics of the protocol gov-
erning the main activity within 

 

Fishmarket

 

, that is, a part of the
performative Structure PS

 

FM

 

. Next, we define the notions of

 

Auction round

 

, 

 

Auction

 

, and 

 

Tournament descriptor

 

. Finally,
we close this section defining the framework wherein buyers
and sellers may be evaluated.

 

3.1 Bidding Protocol

 

When auctioning a good, one could choose among a wide
range of bidding protocols (DBP,UBP

 

8

 

, etc.). Each of these
protocols can be characterized by a set of parameters that we

refer to as 

 

bidding protocol dynamics descriptors

 

, so that dif-
ferent instantiations of such descriptors lead to different behav-
iours of their corresponding bidding protocols. As a particular
case, we will concentrate on the downward bidding protocol
(DBP) since it was the one utilized in the 

 

Fishmarket

 

 tourna-
ments. Thus, we state explicitly the bidding protocol of Table.
3 (as described in [Noriega 97], [Rodríguez-Aguilar et al. 97]

 

9

 

)
along with its respective parametrization. The description that
follows has been encoded in the algorithm in Fig. 3.
[

 

Step 1

 

] The auctioneer chooses a good out of a lot of goods
that is sorted according to the order in which sellers deliver
their goods to the sellers’ admitter.

[

 

Step 2

 

] With a chosen good 

 

g

 

, the auctioneer opens a 

 

bidding
round

 

 by quoting offers downward from the good’s starting
price, (

 

pα

 

) previously fixed by the sellers’ admitter, as long
as these price quotations are above a 

 

reserve price

 

 (

 

p

 

rsv

 

) pre-
viously defined by the seller.

[

 

Step 3

 

] For each price called by the auctioneer, several situa-
tions might arise during the open round:

 

Multiple bids.

 

 Several buyers submit their bids at the current
price. In this case, a collision comes about, the good is not
sold to any buyer, and the auctioneer restarts the round at a
higher price. Nevertheless, the auctioneer tracks whether a
given number of successive collisions (∑

 

coll

 

) is reached, in

 

6. These are the kind of scenarios that we actually generated for our
first tournament as we explain in section 4.

7. DAI stands for 

 

Distributed Artificial Intelligence

 

.
8. DBP stands for 

 

downward-bidding protocol

 

 (or “Dutch”) and UBP
stands for 

 

upward-bidding protocol

 

 (or “English”)

3

 

9. http://www.iiia.csic.es/Projects/fishmarket/

Function round ( , , p, coll,DDPB) =

let Function check_credit(bi) =

if (bi) ≥ p then

update_credit(bi,p);

sold( ,bi,p);

else if (bi) ≥ p * ∏sanction then

update_credit(bi,p * ∏sanction);

round( , ,p * (1 + ∏rebid), 0, DDBP);

else

round(  - {bi}, , p * (1 + ∏rebid), 0, DDBP);

in

offer( , p);

wait(∆offers);

let B = {bi|bid(bi) = true, bi ∈ } in

case

||B|| = 0 : if p = pw then withdraw( );

else round( , , p - ∆price, 0, DDBP);

B = {bi} : check_credit (bi);

||B|| > 1 : if coll < ∑coll then

round( , , p * (1 + ∏rebid), coll + 1, DDBP);

else check_credit(random_select(B));

end case

end

end

DBP( , ) = round( , , pa, 0)
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Fig. 3: Downward bidding protocol
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order to avoid an infinite collision loop. This loop is broken
by randomly selecting one buyer out of the set of colliding
bidders.
One bid. Only one buyer submits a bid at the current price.
The good is sold to this buyer whenever his credit can sup-
port his bid. Whenever there is an unsupported bid the round
is restarted by the auctioneer at a higher price, the unsuc-
cessful bidder is punished with a fine, and he is expelled out
from the auction room unless such fine is paid off.
No bids. No buyer submits a bid at the current price. If the
reserve price has not been reached yet, the auctioneer quotes
a new price which is obtained by decreasing the current
price according to the price step. If the reserve price is
reached, the auctioneer declares the good withdrawn and
closes the round.

[Step 4] The first three steps repeat until there are no more
goods left.

Six parameters that control the dynamics of the bidding proc-
ess are implicit in this protocol definition10. We shall enumer-
ate them now, and require that they become instantiated by the
tournament designer as part of a tournament definition.

Definition 3.1 (DBP Dynamics Descriptor)
We define a Downward Bidding Protocol Dynamics Descrip-

tor DDBP as the 6-tuple 〈∆price, ∆offers, ∆rounds, ∑coll, ∏sanction,
∏rebid〉 such that

•  ∆price ∈ IN (price step). Decrement of price between two
consecutive quotations uttered by the auctioneer.

•  ∆offers ∈ IN (time between offers). Delay between consecu-
tive price quotations.

•  ∆rounds ∈ IN (time between rounds). Delay between consec-
utive rounds belonging to the same auction.

•  ∑coll ∈ IN (maximum number of successive collisions). This
parameter prevents the algorithm from entering an infinite
loop as explained above.

•  ∏sanction ∈ IR (sanction factor). This coeffcient is utilized by
the buyers’ manager to calculate the amount of the fine to be
imposed on buyers submitting unsupported bids.

•  ∏rebid ∈ IR (price increment). This value determines how the
new offer is calculated by the auctioneer from the current of-
fer when either a collision, or an unsupported bid occur.

Note that the identified parameters impose significant con-
straints on the trading environment. For instance, ∆offers and
∆rounds affect the agents’ time-boundedness, and consequently
the degree of situatedness viable for bidding strategies.

3.2. Auctions

Auction rounds aim at identifying and characterizing the on-
tological elements involved in each bidding round.

Definition 3.2 (Auction Round)

For a given round r of auction i we define the auction round
 as the 5-tuple

where

•  is a non-empty, finite set of buyers’ identifiers such that
, the set of all participating buyers.

•  = 〈ι, τ pα, prsv, sj, pω, bk〉 is a good where ι stands for the
good identifier, τ stands for the type of good, pα ∈ IIN stands
for the starting price, prsv ∈ IIN stands for the reserve price,
sj ∈ S – the set of all participating sellers – is the seller of
the good,pω ∈ IN stands for the sale price, and bk ∈ is
the buyer of the good. Notice that  is precisely the good to
be auctioned during round r of auction i, and that pω and bk
might take on empty values when the round is over, denoting
that the good has been withdrawn.

•  :  → IR assigns to each buyer in  his available
credit during round r of auction i.

•  stands for an instance of a bidding protocol dynamics
descriptor11.

•   is a set of information functions available for the agents
during the round. It contains those functions labelling some
of the events occurring during the round. Thus, the contents
of this set will depend on the bidding protocol governing
each round. For instance, following the description of the
downward bidding protocol in Fig. 3, functions for labelling
offers, sales, fines, expulsions, collisions, and withdrawals
must be provided within this subset. For example, the auc-
tion catalogue could be included as an element of this set.

FM lets the tournament designer decide on the degree of
transparency to be attached to auction rounds. In other words,
the designer will have to decide what information about
auction rounds is to be conveyed to the contenders, whether
these should be informed about the participating buyers, and
the subset of the set of information functions to be transmitted.

Finally, a notion of Auction arises naturally from the defini-
tion above.

Definition 3.3 (Auction)
We define an auction Ai as a sequence of Auction rounds

10. Other bidding protocols – e.g., UBP, Yankee, Double auction, etc.
– would be characterized by other sets of parameters.

11. In the Fishmarket tournaments it will always be an instance of the
DBP dynamics descriptor.
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Ai = [ , …, ]

To summarize, firstly we have identified all the essential ele-
ments characterizing bidding rounds: the participating buyers
and their credits, the sellers and their goods, those features typ-
ifying the bidding protocol, and the most relevant information
produced during the round that allows the participating agents
to know the current state of the bidding process. Secondly, we
have introduced the notion of auction in terms of our view of
Auction rounds.

3.3 Market Interagents
When developing our testbed, a major question arose: how to

handle the interdependencies among the agents situated in a
market setting? On the one hand, there is the matter of coordi-
nating the activities of the several market intermediaries com-
posing the market institution so as to guarantee the proper
workings of the institution itself. On the other hand, there is the
matter of coordinating the interplay between trading (buyer and
seller) heterogeneous (human and software) agents and the
market institution.

In general, it is widely accepted that when several computa-
tional entities interact by exchanging messages, a higher level
of interaction concerning the conventions shared during the ex-
change should be addressed [Winograd/Flores 88], [Jennings
95], [Barbuceanu/Cool 95], [Parunak 96], [Noriega 97]. Mak-
ing such conventions explicit allows the management of the
interdependencies among agents’ activities.

In [Noriega 97] the abstract role of an institutor is discussed
and in [Martín et al. 98] a computational analogue is developed.
In [Martín et al. 98] we introduce an interagent as an autono-
mous software agent which intermediates the communication
and coordination between an agent and the agent society

wherein this is situated. An interagent allows interdependen-
cies between agents’ communicative acts, expressed as perfor-
matives of a high-level agent communication language, to be
ordered by means of conversation protocols which represent
the conventions adopted by agents when interacting through
the exchange of messages. We model and implement conversa-
tion protocols as a special type of pushdown automaton
because unlike finite state machines, pushdown automata allow
to store and subsequently retrieve the context of an ongoing
conversation. These conversation protocols can be easily
defined in a declarative way for each interagent.

The functionality provided by an interagent will highly de-
pend on the role played by the agent interacting with it. Thus
we will distinguish two distinct roles for agents making use of
interagents:
• the user of an interagent will regard it as the sole and exclu-

sive means through which he can interact with the agent so-
ciety thanks to the set of communication and coordination
services provided by the interagent, but previously defined
by the owner.

• the owner of an interagent is provided with a wide range of
facilities to either load or program – before and during the
user’s run-time – into the interagent the communication and
coordination services that the user is allowed to employ.

Needless to say that an agent can possibly play both roles at
the same time.

Thus, interagents have been incorporated into our testbed in
order to handle the intra-market coordination problems as well
as the interplay between trading agents and the market institu-
tion. Notice, though, that we draw a distinction between the so-
called internal market interagents and the external market
interagents based on two criteria: ownership and usage. Fig. 6
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depicts the two types of interagents included into the Fishmar-
ket.

Whereas internal market interagents are both owned and
used by those agents functioning as market intermediaries
within the market institution, external market interagents are
owned by the institution too but used by trading agents to inter-
act with the market.

For instance, Fig. 5 depicts the communication states of a
buyer when interacting with his interagent when a good is auc-
tioned following the downward bidding protocol in Fig. 3,
while Fig. 4 depicts the analogous finite state control for the
UBP. Tables 1 and 2 specify the syntax of the messages label-
ling the edges of both finite state controls12. These messages
correspond to the propositional content of the illocutions in
Table 1.

Notice, however, that both diagrams display the interaction
between a buyer agent and his interagent from the agent’s view.
Therefore, message numbers followed by / stand for messages
sent by a buyer agent, while message numbers preceded by /
stand for messages received by a buyer agent. For instance, 2/
means that the buyer submits a bid at the price called by the
auctioneer within /11.

In FM, external market interagents have been designed to
work as Java processes which use its standard input and stand-
ard output to communicate with buyer agents (the users) and
(TCP) stream sockets to communicate with the institution (the
owner). In adopting such a simple convention, we allow agent
programmers to build their agents in any programming lan-
guage that allows for firstly spawning the interagent as a child
process and then plugging to it.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that two major benefits
derive from the usage of interagents within our testbed (as sum-
marized in [Martín et al. 98]):
• they permit agents to reason about both communication and

coordination at a higher level of abstraction, and
• they provide a complete set of facilities that allows agent en-

gineers to concentrate on the design of their agents’ internal
and social behaviour.

3.4 Tournament Descriptor
By bundling together all the elements introduced so far, we

can formulate descriptions of tournament scenarios.

Definition 3.4 (Tournament Descriptor)
We define a Tournament Descriptor T as the 8-tuple

T = 〈n, ∆auctions, D, P, B, S, F, E〉
such that:

• n is the number of auctions to take place during a tourna-
ment.

• ∆auctions is the time between consecutive auctions.

• D is a finite set of bidding protocols’ dynamics descriptors.

• P is a finite family of communication protocols that a buyer
agent must employ to interact with its interagent indexed by
different bidding protocol types (e.g. P = {PDBP, PUBP, …}).

• B = {b1, …, bp} is a finite set of identifiers corresponding to
all participating buyers.

• S = {s1, …, sq} is a finite set of identifiers corresponding to
all participating sellers.

• F = [F1, …, Fn] is a sequence of n descriptors. Each Fi

specifies the way auction Ai is dynamically generated.

• E = 〈Eb, Es〉 is a pair of winner evaluation function that per-
mit to calculate respectively the score of buyers and sellers.

12. For the sake of simplicity, these examples restrict to show the
finite state controls of the conversation protocols used for encod-
ing the coordination patterns underlying the dialogues held
between buyer agents (the users) and the interagents attached to
them by the institution (the owner).

#Message Predicate Parameters

1 admission buyerlogin 
password

2 bid [price]

3 exit

Table 1: Market Interagent Incoming Messages

#Message Predicate Parameters

4 deny deny code

5 accept open|closed auction_number

6 open_auction auction_number

7 open_round round_number

8 good good_id good_type

starting_price resale_price

9 buyers {buyerlogin}*

10 goods {good_id good_type

starting_price resale_price}*

11 offer good_id price

12 sold good_id buyerlogin price

13 sanction buyerlogin fine

14 expulsion buyerlogin

15 collision price

16 withdrawn good_id price

17 end_round round_number

18 end_auction auction_number

19 going {single|multiple} + {1, 2}

20 gone

21  tie_break buyerlogin

22 closed_marke

Table 2: Market Interagent Outgoing Messages
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First of all, notice that the tournament designer will include
a non-empty DDBP in D, for the Fishmarket tournaments, and
that the designer will have to specify also the time between
consecutive auctions. Observe as well that the sets D, P, B, and
S are the domains taken by the set of descriptors F in order to
dynamically generate the contents of each auction Ai during
the tournament, for instance, the set of buyers participating in
round r of auction i must be a subset of the domain B. Note also
that any given auction Ai will not be fully instantiated till all
their bidding rounds  are over, because although some ele-
ments in are known before this round starts, the rest are pro-
duced during the round. On the other hand, notice that different
sets of descriptors determine different tournament modes. In
FM, tournament designers can choose among some standard
modes whose main features are:
Automatic The lots of goods are automatically generated

based on functions of arbitrary complexity provided by the
tournament designer in F, and so no sellers are involved in
these tournaments.

Random The lots of goods are randomly generated based on
uniform distributions given in F provided by the tournament
designer, and thus no sellers are involved in these tourna-
ments either.

One auction Once all participating sellers have submitted
their goods, the same auction is repeated over and over with
the same lot of goods till the number of auctions set by the
tournament designer is reached.

Fishmarket The mode closest to the workings of the fish mar-
ket. The tournament designer simply specifies the starting
and closing times. During that period of time buyers and
sellers can enter, submit goods, bid for goods, and leave at
will.

Observe that the degree of complexity of the scenarios that
trading agents will face results from the combination of the
chosen tournament mode, the amount and complexity of the in-
formation supplied within F, and the transparency attached to
each auction round.

3.5 Tournament Evaluation Framework
Finally, the following definition provides the framework that

the tournament designer is to use when tracing, evaluating, and
analyzing tournament scenarios.

Definition 3.5 (Tournament Evaluation Framework)
We define a Tournament Evaluation Framework E as the

pair 〈T, A〉 such that:

• T is a Tournament Descriptor.

• A = [A1,… , An] is a finite sequence of Auctions.

The sequence of Auctions, A, must be regarded as the tourna-
ment history, i.e., the complete instantiation of the auctions
composing the tournament. Moving to the implementation lev-
el, we find that such history of tournaments is kept by FM in a
database.

A Toy Fish Market Tournament:
The EPFL Tournament

This section presents the definition of the first Fishmarket
tournament which involved a group of undergraduate students
at Ecole Polytecnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL). For the
sake of brevity, we only describe the main features of the tour-
nament scenario. For more detailed information, we address
the reader to the tournament web page13. We opted for a simple
scenario characterized by the tournament descriptor in Table 3.

The third Fishmarket tournament took place at the EPFL and
involved this time a group of graduate students. This tourna-
ment is part of a more ambitious experience, the Cluster tour-
nament14.

Some changes apply to the tournament descriptor in Table ?
that was used at the Technical University of Catalonia in 1998.

A i
r

A i
r

13. http://www.iiia.csic.es/Projects/fishmarket/
14. http://www.cluster.org/
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Firstly, the credit endowed to each buyer was reduced to 10000
ptas. In this way, buyers had to face different situtations at each
auction depending on the size of the lot: from scarce auctions
(few products, much market money) to auctions with excess of
supply. Secondly, the evaluation function is defined for each
buyer b as  where Bi(b) stands
for the accumulated net benefit of buyer b during the i-th auc-
tion. This evaluation function was intended to promote those
buyers that improved their performance over time with respect
to the others.

This competition turned out to be highly levelled and very
interesting with respect to the variety of strategies developed by
the contendants. Next we comment some relevant features con-
cerning the most successful agents:
• No agent did attempt at modelling his rivals.
• The benefit of goods was employed for elaborating strate-

gies in different manners. Thus, while agents did and Bond
based their strategies on the expected benefits of goods, buy-
er baidy considered the average benefit obtained by success-
ful bidders in past rounds and buyer LostAgent defined val-
ues of desired benefits (difference between each resale price
and his own bid) for each type of good. LostAgent tunes
these values depending on success and failure. When suc-
ceeding, LostAgent lowers his degree of agressiveness,
whereas he increases it when losing.

• The most winning agent and the less successful agent (out of
the small set that we have considered) showed the most

sophisticated approaches, characterised by attempting at
pursuing adaptability:

• Agents employing more conservative strategies, such as did,
obtained very high scores in auctions with high supply
(lengthy auctions), while agents employing more agressive
strategies, such as Bond, did very well in scarce auctions
(short auctions).
- The winner, aai4, employed a rule base making use of the

category of goods – goods were classified according to
their expected resale price –, his own market opportunity.
and the market opportunity of his rivals (considered as a
whole). The result of applying this rules for each bidding
round was a collection of factors used for generating the
buyer’s bid. These factors were tuned prior to the tourna-
ment by means of off-line training.

- Buyer yves presented an interesting approach based on
the use of case-based reasoning for determining his bid.
His default strategy consists in being very conservative.
Then, he employs the information generated during past
auctions to obtain the most similar cases to the current
bidding round. He departs from the assumption that
similar situations lead to similar results. Thus the similar
cases are used for calculating the average benefit obtained
by the winners. From this average benefit, yves tunes his
default bid.
The major drawbacks of this approach have to do with the
length of the tournament and the cases selected. Tourna-
ments were composed of at most twenty auctions, and so

E b( ) l
i 1=
n∑ n i 1+( )Bi b( )=

n 21

∆auctions 5000 msec

D {dDBP} = {〈10ptas, 1000msec, 3000msec, 3, 0.25, 0.25〉}
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eventually could not count on past cases similar enough
to the current bidding round. On the other hand, some
cases may not be worth considering since they corre-
spond to small benefits. However, agent yves seemed to
take them also into account.

Related and Future Work
Several attempts have been made by researchers in elec-

tronic commerce concerning the proposal of electronic market-
place architectures [Chavez/Kasbah 96], [Rodríguez-Aguilar et
al. 97], [Tsvetovatyy/M. Gini 96], [Wurman et al. 98]. Such
efforts share the common goal of building electronic markets
where both buying and selling agents can trade on behalf of
their users. Nonetheless there is the intricate matter of provid-
ing agent developers (and agent users) with some support to
help them face the arduous task of designing, building, and tun-
ing their trading agents, before letting them loose in wildly
competitive scenarios. We have attempted to contribute in that
direction. We have developed a testbed that can be used to test
and tune trading agents, FM, that happens to be built as an
extension of an actual agent-mediated auction house, FM96.5.

Our test-bed shares many commonalities with the Auction-
Bot initiative [Wurman et al. 98]15. AuctionBot is a highly ver-
satile online auction server that permits the generation of a
wide range of auction environments wherein both human and
software agents (they provide an API to help build trading
agents) can participate. It has already proven its usefulness as a

research platform hosting large-scale experiments to study
computational market mechanisms and agent strategies.

The lack of agent-mediated trading test-beds is paradoxical
in light of the popularity of agent competitions and the inher-
ently competitive nature of trading. Recall for instance Robo-
cup [Kitano et al. 97] that encourages both AI researchers and
robotics researchers to make their systems play soccer; or the
AAAI Mobile Robot Competition [Kitano et al. 97] where
autonomous mobile robots try to show their skills in office nav-
igation and in cleaning up the tennis court; and even automated
theorem proving systems are pitched against each other in
[Suttner/Sutcliffe 96], although one can hardly argue that any
of these agent competitions involve features that are directly
relevant for agent-mediated trading. However, our proposal is
closer to the Double auction tournaments held by the Santa Fe
Institute [Andrews/Prager 94] where the contendants competed
for developing optimized trading strategies. Though similar
enough, our approach has a wider scope. We are interested not
only in testing agent strategies and building trading agents
[Vidal/Durfee 96], or in the use of artificial intelligence to study
economic markets [Rajan/Slagle 96]. We are also interested in
the study of market conditions and market conventions, thus
our emphasis on the flexibility of the specification framework,
and the generality of the underlying definitions.

Our future work shall proceed in two complementary direc-
tions. Firstly, trading agents. We envision as an immediate fu-
ture task the deployment of more complex buyer agent models
such as those already introduced in [de Toro 97], [Garcia et al.
98], [Giménez et al. 98] and tools and techniques for deploying15. http://auction.eecs.umich.edu/
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and testing trading-agent shells, strategies and actual agents.
Secondly, FM will be made to evolve to host other (even more
flexible) agent-mediated institutions. In particular, we expect to
release in the near future an agent-mediated auction house
where goods can be traded under the rules of several bidding
protocols. Later on, we shall concentrate on agent-mediated
marketplaces where other forms of price-fixing mechanisms
(double auction, discounting, open negotiation) can take place.

This exercise shows how one can use the FM framework to
devise experimental conditions to test specific features in
agents architectures. The conditions in this case are the Tourna-
ment Descriptor as described in 3.4. The idea of competitions
fits very well within a classroom and students happily agree to
devote their energy and time to participate during a term in such
activities. From the pedagogical point of view the Fishmarket
platform allows to the students to devote themselves to the de-
liberative part of agent’s construction. It gives enough freedom
to organize parallel tournaments among them to improve their
agent’s strategies and also these tournaments allow the students
to freely interact in with agents created in other universities un-
der similar conditions.
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